M.F.A. in Creative Writing Thesis Examination  [ WEAVE Form ]

Date: __________  Thesis Director’s Signature: ______________
Student: ______________  UIN: ______________________
Genre/Emphasis: ______________

Instructions: Thesis Director and thesis panel members will confer to rate the student’s responses to questions as more than proficient, proficient, or less than proficient in the following areas of assessment—

Evaluation Areas

1. Proficiency in Craft

   More Than Proficient  ___

   Proficient  ___

   Less Than Proficient  ___

2. Proficiency in the Assessment of Craft-Oriented Decisions

   More Than Proficient  ___

   Proficient  ___

   Less Than Proficient  ___

3. Project Design

   More Than Proficient  ___

   Proficient  ___

   Less Than Proficient  ___
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